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Long ago and far away there were happy people living on a beautiful 
planet called Tepra. There were flowers and trees and animals every-
where. All the creatures of the towns and forests were merry and kind.

In a tall tower right in the middle of a forest was the spacious room of 
Dochia, the seasons’ keeper. She was the daughter of an old king who 
lived in the part of the planet called Romania. Dochia had nine woollen 
coats and wore all nine in winter, one over the other. When she took one 
coat off, spring was coming. Then another coat, and spring was reign-
ing. Then another coat, and summer was approaching. A magic bell 
rang whenever one of her coats hit the floor, so the people and animals 
and flowers of Tepra knew it was spring, or summer, or autumn, or win-
ter, because when she put her woollen coats back on, one by one, the 
bell also rang when the last button was fastened.

The evil Toolamp lived on the black, cold moon of Tepra, Zark. Toolamp 
wanted to have the bell of Tepra for himself, and he spent years trying 
to steal it. He would plan his trips to Tepra viciously, come in his space-
ship to the tower, try to sneak in. But he always failed.

At last, Toolamp now found a way to enter the tower and was standing 
near the bell! Dochia was asleep and could not hear him. Toolamp took 
the bell to his spaceship and flew back to Zark. The bell shone wonder-
fully. He put it in his room by his bed. He kept it to himself, as he was a 
selfish person.

Without the bell, the planet of Tepra became grey and dark. Dochia kept 
taking off and putting back on her nine woollen coats in the right order, 
but there was no bell to signal this to the people of Tepra, so flowers 
grew in winter and were killed off by the frost, animals walked on snow 
in summer, trees withered many times during the year, people were 
constantly unhappy and heartsick, the days were long and cold, and all 
the beauty had gone from the planet.

Tom Chairs was Dochia’s grandson. He was just a boy of 10, but his peo-
ple’s sadness made him think of ways to try to get the bell back. Others 
have tried before him, but his determination seemed the strongest, and 



he entered his spaceship wearing his newest astronaut costume and 
went to the moon. 

He landed near Toolamp’s house. Zark was all still black and cold. Tom 
had just ten more steps to Toolamp’s door when all of a sudden he felt 
that the ground became wet, and mud caught his feet, and he fell in a 
big hole. He started screaming for help and out of nowhere a magical 
cat, wearing an astronaut costume as well, appeared and helped him 
out of the hole.

“Quickly, come with me now,” said the cat. “I can show you the way to 
Toolamp’s room and you can get the bell back.”

They went together, boy and cat, into the entry hall and past the kitch-
en, and then upstairs towards Toolamp’s room. At last they came to the 
room where the bell was placed. Tom had never seen the bell before 
and gasped at its beauty. 

“I’ve been waiting for you!” Toolamp yelled. They were discovered!

But the cat helped Tom once again. She jumped on the bell and made it 
ring so loud that Toolamp’s ears started to hurt. The bell rang hour after 
hour, louder and louder. Fortunately Tom and the cat were protected by 
their astronaut costumes!

“Stop, stop! My ears will explode!” shrieked Toolamp.

He tried to smash it with a hammer, but to no avail. Eventually he could 
not stand the noise any longer and let Tom grab the bell.

“Take it, take it!” screamed Toolamp. 

So the two astronauts came back to Tepra with the bell. Dochia was 
thrilled to have the bell in its place. Slowly but steadily beauty returned 
to Tepra – birds sang again, flowers bloomed, small leaves started to 
grow on the tree branches, people began to smile afresh, life was good 
once again.

And they all lived happily ever after on the beautiful planet of Tepra.
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